
AUDLEM VILLAGE VISITOR MOORINGS– USE BY TRADING BOATS 
Briefing and request for views from local stakeholders, January 2012  (issued 23/12/11)

1. Introduction 
Audlem village is a well known and popular ‘canal village’ on the Shropshire Union Canal in east Cheshire. 
The local community values the canal as an amenity and source of tourism, while boaters value Audlem as an 
attractive stopover for shopping and sightseeing.  We estimate that some 8,400 boats pass through Audlem in 
a typical year, resulting in annual total crew spending in local businesses of some £330,0001.
A major focal point of the canal through the village is the stretch between locks 12 and 13 – this probably has 
the greatest footfall along the towpath within the parish boundary.  The Shroppie Fly pub and Audlem Mill are 
particular attractions adjacent to the towpath here.  
Moorings along this section are signed as 24 hour visitor moorings.  

2. Brief description of the issue we’re consulting on
For some time, the owners of Audlem Mill have lobbied us about abuse of the visitor moorings, particularly by 
trading boats, some of whom sell products in competition with the Mill.  Their contention is that trading boats 
regularly overstay on the visitor moorings and thereby prevent private and hired boats from tying up to 
patronise village stores and services. 
We need to understand the views of stakeholders on whether or not roving trading boats should be permitted 
to moor and trade along the towpath between locks 12 and 13.   

We appreciate the importance of encouraging leisure boaters to moor up and explore the village, and 
that frequent occupancy by traders can make this more difficult  - boaters may arrive in the pound 
having possibly already passed an alternative nearby short term mooring and then have to carry on if 
there’s no space on the chance of finding somewhere in the next pound or two – if they don’t there’s a 
high risk that they will miss out on the village stop altogether.  It would be helpful to know how often this 
happens. Equally, the presence of floating roving traders can enhance the attractiveness of Audlem as a 
destination to both boaters and others visiting Audlem by other means of transport.  Again, local 
evidence on this subject would be helpful.  
Our quest is for local rules which, providing they are adhered to, result in an optimal balance between 
these two ostensibly competing objectives.  

Key questions on which we would like your views are therefore:
1) What, if any, (additional) restrictions should be applied to mooring between Locks 12 and 13? 

Is 24 hours the appropriate maximum stay time to try and enforce?  Should restrictions be placed on 
use of the stretch by trading boats?  If so, what should they be?  Should they be rationed by means of 
a (charged) daily trading permit?  Might the Parish Council consider administering this on BW’s 
behalf?

2) Should we sign dedicated trading boat moorings in a nearby Audlem pound?   If so, where 
would they best be sited?  How many? What duration?  And should a daily charge apply?

3) What assistance could the local community provide to enable BW to enforce restrictions?  The 
shorter the advertised time limit, the more frequent is the requirement to log boat arrivals and 
departures.  Our main need is for agency or volunteer ‘data checkers’, whom we could equip with the 
means to submit boat sightings into our national database.  For more explanation of our mooring 
control methods, see para 4b below.   We see two possible approaches:

a. Volunteers:  we already have a small team of volunteers based in the Audlem area who help 
BW with a variety of tasks.  We could explore their willingness to add data checking to their 
routines.   We could advertise for further volunteers.  However, this duty may not sit comfortably 
with their other customer facing roles, and it will be difficult to guarantee consistent frequency of 
checks.  We have yet to complete a successful pilot scheme for volunteer data checkers so full 
implementation for the summer of 2012 would be unlikely. 
b. Agents:  a commercial agreement with an established local business might be a more 
practical way forward.  Remuneration would be linked to results, probably measured through 
frequency and number of sightings uploaded into our database.  

In either case, the consequence of overstaying for the boat owner would be the application of an 
extended stay charge.  Alternatives involving forceful removal of the boat from the site are not 
practical.   Extended stay charges would provide a fund for the payment of agency fees. 

1 Source: British Waterways Economic Development Dept. 
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3. Who are we consulting?
We see Audlem Parish Council, the Shropshire Union Canal Society and the Roving Canal Traders 
Association (http://www.canaltraders.org.uk/ ) as the primary consultees.   We are also including Jim 
Forrester, new Chair of CRT’s N.Wales & Border Partnership and regional representatives of AWCC, IWA 
and NABO.  We would welcome each organisation’s views in writing before 31 January 2012.  Please 
email feedback to sally.ash@britishwaterways.co.uk . Feel free to post the document on appropriate 
websites, but please ask readers to send their comments to you and not individually to BW.  
4. Background information

a. Audlem Mill

Audlem Mill is a BW property leased to the current business occupant.  In finding the right solution to 
this problem, it is important that BW must not appear to favour its own tenant over other legitimate 
traders – we take very seriously the aspects of UK and European competition law designed to 
promote free and fair trade.  
b. Mooring control

Practical regulation of short term mooring along the waterways is a real challenge for British 
Waterways, and one which we recognise needs fresh effort.   We have made substantial 
improvements to our technology and methods for monitoring in recent years, but are heavily 
constrained by manpower.   Our national enforcement team is kept as lean as possible so that we 
maximise the amount of licence revenue that can be used for waterway maintenance and repairs. 
Their priority is to ensure that all boats are properly licensed.  Recent significant reductions in evasion 
rates have been achieved by systematic monthly recording of all boats along every mile of towpath, 
undertaken by dedicated, BW-employed data checkers.   With 2,000 miles of waterway, the cost 
implication of increasing the frequency of these checks along all ‘honeypot’ lengths for mooring 
control purposes would be prohibitively expensive. 
Smartphone-based technology automatically records the the location of a boat at the point when the 
data checker enters its index number on site.  Daily analysis of the database generates a report of 
which boats have overstayed and their owners are invoiced for the extended stay charge of £25 per 
day.  Simple county court action is taken as necessary to recover outstanding debt.  

Ends
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